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Production equipment 
1.  Rubber  mixing mill  

our factory   have 2pcs  rubber  mixing mill   machines , 

this  machine   16 inches ，it can produce  2000kg rubber  material each day . 

we can control the raw  material  and make sure our quality of  material is best. 

 
Raw material . 

NBR60,NBR70,NBR75,NBR80,NBR90,EPDM70,VITON70,VITON75,VITON80, 

VITON90 , SILICONE50, SILICONE60, SILICONE70,HNBR70,HNBR75,HNBR78,  

SBR,NR,ACM,PU, PTFE ,PTFE COATED . 
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2. Automatic rubber cutting machine 
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3. Automatic vacuum vulcanizing machine . 
our factory  have developed  more than 20years , at present ,we have 20pcs 

Automatic flat vulcanizing machines,  we can produce 500000pcs oil seal each 

year  ,and we can produce 50000000pcs  oring and other more  rubber  parts .  

we contol our quality  very  strictly  here ,  avoid  any  poor quality 

goods  .welcome to   contact  us ,we must  give  you our best  supports  on 

price and delivery  . 

1.high efficiency on  production &  short  delivery for  each order. 

2.high quality . 

3.good price for all goods . 

4.best  payment for  all importers . 

5.Professional research and development capabilities. 

6.best  after sales service. 
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Automatic vacuum vulcanizing machine 
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4. trimming machine 

oil seal trimming machine 

our factory  have  5pcs   oil seal  Trimmer  machine , 

it can put off   all the  burrs and  control  the size  exact 

also we can improve  the production effectiveness . 

 

 

oring and rubber parts trimming machine 

our factory  have  5pcs   oil seal  Trimmer  machine , 

it can put off   all the  burrs and  control  the size  exact 

also we can improve  the production effectiveness . 
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5. Mouldings 

our factory  have developed more than 10000pcs  mouldings  tool, all the 

mouldings based on   oil seal  ,Hydraulic seal,  oring  , gasket  and 

other  rubber parts  . 

our factory mouldings showroom  

 

Here we have lots of mouldings for your choose ,also we can design the mouldings  

according to your samples or detail drawings  ,delivery for new  

mouldings :5-7days . 

Oil seal mouldings as following: 
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Oring mouldings as following: 

 

 
 

 

Rubber parts mouldings as following :  
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Product Range 

special rubber parts and gasket 

Material :NBR ,NR,SBR,EPDM,FOAM EPDM,PU,PTFE ,FKM,VITON,MVQ 

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle, boat, excavator, Construction vehicle 
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x-ring 

Material :NBR    VITON  

Size : AS-568  Series 

             
  rubber boots 

Size : produce  accordings to customers’samples or detail drawings  

Material :NBR ,NR,SBR,EPDM,FOAM EPDM ,FKM,VITON,MVQ 

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle, boat, excavator, Construction vehicle 
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oil seal 

Size : produce  accordings to customers’samples or detail drawings  

Material :NBR ,NR,SBR,EPDM,FOAM EPDM ,FKM,VITON,MVQ,PU,PTFE , Nylon 

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle, boat, excavator, Construction vehicle,industry 

Agriculture Model :TC,SC,VC,KC,SG,TG,VG,KG ,SB,TB,VB,KB,SBC,TBC 
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Automobile  seal   
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                         industry seal  
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                           casette seal  

 

Material :NBR ,FKM,VITON 

Application: agriculture, truck,  excavator, Construction vehicle, tractors. 
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valve seal 

Valve Stem Seal The purpose of the valve stem seal is to prevent the oil from the 

cylinder head entering the combustion chamber. Valve stem seals play a critical 

role in controlling valve lubrication as well as oil consumption. If the valve stem 

seals are worn, the guides may be either starved for lubrication or flooded with oil. 

Size : produce  accordings to customers’samples or detail drawings  

Material :NBR ,EPDM,FKM,VITON,ACM 
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                Motorcycle seal 

motorcycle gaskets and seals have two main jobs: keep the fluids and air in and prevent debrisfrom   

entering the components. There are many machined parts that must come together on amotorcycle   

engine and in order to keep the tight tolerances without any leaks, gaskets and seals areplaced        

between the parts. 
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Hydraulic seal 

Hydraulic Seals are a widely used component in hydraulic systems, as they help to 

seal the opening between various components. This relatively soft, non-metallic ring, 

placed in a groove or fixed in a combination of rings, forms a seal assembly that 

blocks or separates fluid are critical in providing a way for fluid power to be 

converted to linear motion. Material :NBR ,PU,PTFE ,FKM,VITON,MVQ, Nylon 

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle,  excavator, Construction vehicle 
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 DKB,DKBI               HBY        Glyd ring（PTFE+NBR） 

 
UN .UNS .DHS.IDI     Wiper seal          SPGW  
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                 Wear ring 

Wear rings are sacrificial components installed on the casing and impeller to inhibit 

fluid from recirculating back to suction from the discharge. They provide a renewable 

restriction between a closed impeller and the casing. Wear rings are often installed on 

both the front and back of the impeller. When wear rings are installed on the back of 

the impeller, another set of rings is installed in the backcover.Wear rings act as the seal 

between the casing and the impeller. Pump manufacturers know that decreasing wear 

ring clearance leads to improved efficiency. 

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle,  excavator, Construction vehicle 

Size : produce  accordings to customers’samples or detail drawings  

Material :Popular wear ring materials include glass filled Nylon, bronze filled PTFE,    

glass filled   PTFE, Phenolicand PEEK. Wear rings are used in both piston and        

 rod applications. wear rings are available in butt cut, angle cut and step cut styles. 
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Oring

Size : AS-568 all sizes  and  more than 5000pcs oring mouldings ,we can produce 

order  accordings to customers’samples or drawings    

Material :NBR ,NR,SBR,EPDM,FOAM EPDM ,FKM,VITON,MVQ,PTFE,PU,HNBR, 

PTFE coated, FOAM SICLIONE , ACM Hardness : From  40shore-A to 95 shore-A 

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle, boa t, excavator, Construction vehicle.  
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oring kits        

Application:Car, truck, Motorcycle, boat, excavator, Construction vehicle 

Material :NBR 70,NBR90,VITON70,VITON80,VITON90,MVQ60,MVQ70 
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Test machine  

1. profile projector . 

 

2. Test  tool      

   

                         

                      Rubber hardness tester  Durometer      
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The most of  important quality is honest forever 

                   

 

       

       Oil seal expert &rubber parts expert    

Factory and exporter for more than  20 years 

 

                                                 宁波成乐密封件科技有限公司 

NINGBO CL SEALING  CO.,LTD 

Tel: 0086-574-56173911    Fax:0086-574-56877744 

Cell phone(whatsapp): 0086 15867404705   Email: sale@clsealing.com 

Wechat: wyc15867404705  Skype: wuyanchengwuhan 

Add:No.42,Hua Cheng Hua Yuan ,QingShuiQiao ,High-tech Zone,Ningbo,China 

      Post code :315040    Website: www.clsealing.com  
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